Business conditions are tough, but landscape businessmen are tougher. Diversification and foresight have prevented major losses or cutbacks. See State of the Industry Report.

Northrup King Nears Century Seed Mark
Northrup King first entered the professional turf field in 1970, but its agricultural and general turf seed business goes back to the turn of the century. Today, turf professionals know Northrup King as Medalist Turf Products.

Landscapers Incorporate Turf Disease Gains
Improved turfgrasses, altered cultural practices, and modern fungicides have helped landscape managers get a handle on turf diseases. Three turf pathologists cite the primary and secondary turf diseases and give keys to cultural practices to reduce disease incidence.

Hollies Stand Up To Urban Conditions
Doug Chapman covers a number of Ilex species for urban tolerance, foliage, fruit, and management. The shrub forms of Ilex have a wide range and offer diversity to landscape designers.
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